Colloidal gold is a suspension of sub-micrometer-sized particle of gold in a fluid usually water. The liquid is usually either an intense red color (for particle less than 100 nm) or a dirty yellowish color (for larger particle). In this articles, the method of imaging using XE-BIO Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) on gold nanoparticle (AuNP) synthesized by citrate reduction method have been developed to determine the size of the nanoparticle even when they are agglomerated. The spherical size of 20 nm, 30 nm and 40 nm gold nanoparticle can be measured using AFM images through vertical height measurement by analyzing a number of separate particles individually lying on the flat surface. It has been demonstrated that AFM gives the fastest way to determine the size, analyzing hundred of nanoparticles and produced images in all three dimensions compared to Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM).
Introduction
Colloidal gold or also known as gold nanoparticle (AuNP) is a suspension of sub-nanometer-sized particle of gold in a fluid usually water. The synthesized AuNP have particle sizes ranging from, e.g. 10 nm to 100 nm with color changing from an intense red color (for particle less than 100 nm) to a dirty yellowish color (for larger particle). The size of AuNP determines their unique optic, electronic and magnetic properties. AuNP nowadays has widely used in material science [1] and biomedical [2, 3] . For many of this application, the AuNP need to be monodispersed and have a specific size.
Generally, colloidal AuNP can be synthesis as monodispersed nanoparticles with core sizes ranging from 1nm to 250nm. The synthesis of AuNP can be controlled in different size and shapes due to their ability to react and agglomerate with other nanoparticles in their ambient condition [3] .
Furthermore, AuNP can also becomes more prone to flocculation and aggregation [4] . As the size of colloidal AuNP increase so do their sensitivity to salt and environment. AuNP have increasingly gain interest due to their unique properties ofcontrolable morphology [5] and size dispersion [6, 7] , less toxicity and ease in synthesis and detection.
Since the invention of Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) [8] , amazing progress has rapidly growing in using AFM as powerful tool in science and technology research and development and become one of the most important instrument in colloid and interface science. The AFM is rather different from other microscope because it does not form an image by focusing light or electrons on a surface like optical or electron microscope. An AFM physically 'feels' the sample surface (scanning a probe over sample surface) with a sharp tip, building a map of the height of the sample surface. Besides, AFM is normally a surface investigation that not only gives the information about topographical but enable to deliver multiple information on material properties such as electrical, mechanical and chemical characterization when the tip make a contact with the sample surface. AFM is able to measured high resolution three-dimensional topography image from angstrom level to the micron scale.
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In general, there are three methods to study the characterization of nanoparticle including AFM, Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). However, TEM is very well known for very time consuming and exhibits the greatest constraint with regards to sample preparation while SEM are easier to prepare but required conductivity sample [9] . In contrast, AFM give major advantages because it is quicker and does not required a specific sample preparationbut yields data that are at least straightforward and easy to analysis [10] . Besides, the sample does not have to be conductive and no requirement for operation within a vacuum.
Furthermore, AFM imaging requires the particle to be rigidly anchoring to a substrate.AuNP are very sensitive to their environment factors such as pH, temperature, electrolyte and solvent. So, for these AuNP to be rigidly attached to the surface, a key issue is their surface chemistry and functionalization that determine the stability, functionality and application. Hence, to solve this issue, 3-aminopropyldimethylethoxysilane (APDMES) are being used to functionalized the sample surface by facilitate the chemical bonding between the particle and surface for immobilization of nanoparticle.Functionalized surfaces might either promote absorption or allow covalent bonding between the particle and substrate. So, particle allowed for greater reagent mobility and more complete surface coverage.
Experimental Section
Preparation of AuNP. General protocol for synthesis and storage of AuNP have been described by [11] with slightly modification [12] . The 20, 30 and 40 nm of AuNPs was synthesized using the citrate reduction method. Briefly, 0.01% (w/v) of HAuCl 4 .3H 2 O was prepared in an Erlenmeyer flask, then stirred and heated to boiling temperature. Then, 1% (w/v) trisodium citrate was added rapidly. The solution was further boiled for 10 minutes to ensure complete reaction took place. The amount of trisodium citrate added was attuned from 2 ml, 1.4 ml and 1 ml to produce 20, 30 and 40 nm colloidal AuNPs, respectively. The solution was stirred constantly for several minutes and then cooled to room temperature. The suspension was then stored at 4 ºC.
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Deposition of AuNP. The gold deposition procedure can be conducted using silicon as the substrate material. A small sample (5 mm x 5 mm) was cleaved from a silicon wafer. The sample was cleaned through RCA cleaningmethod. The wafer than rinsed with deionized water and blown dry with high purity nitrogen. The deposition of AuNP on silicon surface has been carried out in two steps; first method is using a bare silicon substrate and the second method is using modified-APDMES silicon nm for 40 min. The incubation time varied with the size of the nanoparticle to modify the particle density on the silicon surface. Known that, gold display higher particle density and independent on the pretreatment of the silicon substrate and surface condition of silicon. Size of deposited particle decreased from 100 nm to 10 nm as the particle density increased. After that, the sample rinsed with ethanol followed by deionized water, and dry with dry nitrogen priorto analysis. 50 Nano Hybrids Vol. 4
Result and Discussion
Operation of AFM. In order to obtain accurate image of nanoparticle using AFM, they must first be attached to a flat surface such as silicon, mica or glass slide. All AFM images were taken using noncontact mode with PPP-NCHR cantilever. The specification of the cantilever and sharp tip plays an important role in determining the sensitivity and resolution of the AFM. A topographic AFM image ( Fig. 1, Fig. 2) is actually a convolution of the tip and sample geometry. However, this not affect the height of the measurement that was used to determine the size of nanoparticle but it effect the overall surface features. To minimize the convolution, the tip with radii < 10nm is the best to be used. The cantilever with stiffness in approximation to 40 N/m are recommended to used to overcome the adhesive force (van der Waals and electrostatic forces) between the tip and sample [13] . In this paper, the cantilever with radius of 2 nm and stiffness of 42 N/m was used. A B Fig. 3 shows that a uniform gold nanoparticle layer formed on the silicon surfaced. The average measurement of particle height from the AFM image yield a value of 30 ± 1 nm, while in Fig. 4 , the average particle height is about 40 ± 2 nm, well consistent with TEM result (Fig. 8 ). In the case of the spherical nanoparticles, the AFM only scan the upwards facing surface of the particle as a topography image. The observed width/height ratio is always greater than 1. This is due to the finite radius of the AFM tip result in the broadening of the particle and the flattening process of particulate objects when absorbed to a surface [15] . Therefore, assuming that the nanoparticle is in a spherical shape. The particle in Fig. 2(A) shown that it does not dispersed evenly compared to Fig. 1(B) that the surface was functionalized with APDMES. Functionalized surfaces might either promote absorption or allow covalent bonding between the particle and substrate and also enhanced the surface interaction.So, particle allowed for greater reagent mobility and more complete surface coverage [16] . methyl groups on APDMES contribute some steric hindrances that give adsorbed substrate some measure of hydrophobility. Furthermore, APDMES has one anchoring point to the surface or other silane molecules and simplified to dimerized [16] . It shown that the height of each particle is quite bigger compared to the height of particle in Fig. 3 and Fig 4. Consequently, the thickness layer of APDMES can be obtained. As can see that the thick layer coated the bright spot in the image.
Random features such as this may be mistakenly believed as the size of AuNP because the image is totally based on topography. In general, for AFM analysis, the smaller the size of the particle, the smoother the substrate must be. For 30 nm AuNP (Fig. 3) shown that the value of rms roughness is lower (1.835) compared to the value for 40 nm AuNP (1.888) ( Fig. 7) . Furthermore, silanized surface also shown that the rms roughness of the surface is lower than the bare silicon surface.
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From the line profile, the average height for 30 nm AuNP coated with APDMES yield a result of 37 ± 2 nm. If compared to the line profile in Fig. 3 , the result for AuNP itself is about 29 ± 1 nm.
While for 40 nm AuNP, the result for coated APDMES is about 47 ± 2 nm compared to AuNP in 
Conclusion
The size measurement of the gold nanoparticle was obtained by measuring the vertical height of the particle of AFM image yield the value that well consistent to the TEM result. However, the measurement by AFM was relatively straightforward, ease in sample preparation and interpretation of data compared to TEM analysis. The silanized surface exhibiting lower rms roughness that provides reproducible immobilization of AuNP compared to bare silicon. So, particle allowed for greater reagent mobility and more complete surface coverage. 
